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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY AND ORGANISATION. 
Today's car workshop centres are sophisticated businesses and their popularity is ever 
growing as the modern society. One of the premier car workshops in Penang is the lmpian 
workshop, which currently has about 400 customers and provides a wide range of services. The 
workshop was started, 5 years ago. Today. the workshop is very popular among Penangites. Since it 
first started, the business in workshop grew rapidly every year. This i due to the hard work of 
owner and his good management skills and also good customer service provided by the employees. 
The organisation structure of the car workshop is mainly divided into the clerks and other lower 
level staffs (mechanics). 
Currently, the uses manual systems for handlin mo t of the operation and management . 
activities of the workshop. As such. the workshop faces a lot of problems and error in handling the 
operations and the current system i ver time c nsuming. The t pe f err rs nnd problem that are 
faced by the workshop y tern arc like weak control o er facilitic weak facility b eking sy terns, 
weak control over stock and inventor , difficult) in handling the sale peration f the ' orksh p 
and the current system doe not provide a g od management and business vi ' C the work .hop, 
As such, the owner ha optioned for the manual procedures in the w rksh p to b 
computerized to improve operational efficiency and supp rt management .acti itie . A th' 
workshop is facing a lot of problem an efficient inforrnati n system t manage the daily 
operations and adrnini tration of the \: orkshop i · the best s lution to vercome the e problems. The 
owner optioned for developing an inf rmati n sy tem, that he felt, in the long run, information 
system will be more co t-effective and it can support his future plans. Thus, owner hired myself to 
study and d velop an information system to handle the operations and support management 
activities of his workshop. 
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1.1.1 SYSTEMS OBJECTIVE. 
The purpose of this project is to develop a stand-alone software application solution to 
manage the day to day operations and management of the workshop using the structured analysis 
and design method and using Access and Visual Basic software. The reason for development of this 
new system is mainly to overcome the problems faced in the current manual and conventional 
methods used in the workshop where occurs a lot of errors in the current system. Furthermore, the 
proposed system is expected to create business opportunities and increase competitive advantage of 
the workshop system. 
1.1.2 5 W's 
What 
To develop a stand alone information sy tern (dat ibu c approa h , whi h an contr l and 
monitor the operations and management ' rnputcriz · \ rk h p ystem which can be acces cd by 
the management, clerks and mechanics in all department and facilitie . Am ng the task that the 
system must support is daily transacti ns of the \,.,, rksh p, generate r 'P rts, m nitor inventory and 
monitor the employee. 
Why 
The amount of cu tomer has become er large and th current number of employees is not 
enough to handle the daily op ration f the \ orkshop. Th re are a lot of errors made by the 
employees and the current sy tern does not provide a good management view workshop system. 
The new database system will support good management view of the business, support daily 
operations of the workshop and reduce disadvantages of previous conventional system 
Where 
The stand-alone system is programmed specially for the Impian workshop system. If the 
stand-alone system is a success, a LAN client/server network based on the stand-alone system will 
be created for the Impian workshop in the future. The workstation P will be situated in the back 
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office for network administration by a database administrator who is a member of the management 
and there will be to other PCs to be used by many other employees in the management department. 
Whom 
The proposed system can be accessed by the all the employees of the lmpian workshop 
which includes both the administration/management staffs, clerks and mechanics. However the 
level of access into the system will vary according to the job positions of the employees. 
When 
TI1e owner of the centre requests that the new system should be fully operational by I 51 of 
April 2003. The project will conunence on 251h of July 2002. The lead-time 29 weeks and the 
project is expected to be completed on 25th of February 2003. 
1.1.3 SCOPE OF PROJECT 
The scope of the pr [e t is t d ev ilop n mputcrized datnbas system for the management and 
administration of Impian workshop which i capable of pr viding the main y .tcm features needed 
for a car workshop as below: - 
1. Customer Maintenance: the sy tem sh uld pro ide mean t regi ter new cu t mer car 
online maintains customer information in an orderly and easy t us fashion 1111d cust mer's 
records can be viewed and modified easil 
2. Facilities Maintenance and Booking: The s stem sh uld al o allow customer profiling 
whereby servicing schedule and online b eking facilities for servicing the car. 
3. Stock Control and Inventories : a simple user friendly stock control and inventory ordering 
feature for sales retail items should b included with the system. 
4. Point of Sale : the system should provide a feature to carry out sales operations of the 
workshop. 
5. Course Management : the system should provide means for the workshop manage the service 
offered in the workshop and keep records of the participants in the courses. 
6. Reporting : the new system should provide a wide range of reports and receipt which will b 
very useful for the management of the car workshop. 
·I 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1.1 FUNCTIONS AND STRENGTH OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM. 
Impian car workshop still uses the conventional manual system in doing their business. The 
activities that goes on in the workshop are as follows. When a potential customer arrives, 
registration is done manually and a receipt is given for the registration fees by the clerks. The clerk 
then passes the new customer information to the management where by the management enters the 
information in the customer files in the computer using Excel system. All processes of adding 
customers, deleting customers, editing customers and search for customer is done by the 
management. The clerks do have the acce s to the customer files. 
After a Customer has registered, the clerks will prepare a manual pread heet form for that 
customer. The form contains all the customer informati n and all application f pa ment. servi c 
reservation. The form serve a the nly s urcc of information regarding customer. All inventories 
are purchased be the management. The management enter th new Sill item inventory into 
inventory file in the computer using ex cl system. All pro csse ford ring invent ry fr m the 
supplier is done by the management. The lerks do hav c the iccc · to the inventory ft le . 
All the sale and transaction are d ne using nl 1 cu h drawer . When cu t mer doe 
service their purchase is entered into th a h drav er and a receipt i given t the cu torner for their 
service. Information of quantity of in entory in sal s i only known through manual unting, ash 
drawers are also used in all the facilitie for produ ing re eipt when the .ust mer pay entrance fee 
during check in. 
For producing reports the management ha t go through a lot of steps. First of all, the 
employees have to check through all the individual customer forms to gather information of 
customer status service history sales report and also records of the inventory in hand. The 
management then have to integrate this information with their records in customer files and 
inventory files to produce reports. 
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2.1.2 PROBLEMS IN THE CURRENT SYSTEM. 
1. The amount of customer and the inventory have become too large that the current number of 
employees are not able to handle. 
2. The customers are not satisfied as the transactions in the manual system as they are very 
slow and sometimes are prone to errors. 
3. The current system is very difficult to maintain and has high maintenance cost. 
4. The clerks and other employees are not satisfied with the way they have to perform their 
tasks now. First off all, the customers are ever increasing and to look for their customer data files 
du.ring member service has become hectic. Furthermore. gathering information on inventory in 
hand, and manually by going through all the customers form and other forms has also become very 
hectic. 
5. Stored data are not accurate due to human errors using the manual system. 
6. The current system does not prov ide the management to have a better \ iew of the activities 
of the car workshop. 
7. Information flow between the management and the clerks arc ver low. Information of 
sales are sent to the rnana rement oul in a we kl ba is. The management t o. d cs not 
immediately update the clerks about purcha e of nev in ent ry. 
8. The present system is very inflexible. It ha r low re pensiveness t change as the 
number of customers and other data are increasing rapidly. 
9. The current system is not capable to support the future bu iness plan of the management. 
10. The current system is also insufficient in supporting the current bu ines of the car 
workshop. For example the current ystern d es n t have cu stonier profiling where by the number 
of visits of the customers to the car work hop and facilities can be known. Furthermore, the current 
systems too do not provide sufficient monitoring of inventories. The car workshop too has to go 
through a lot of hassles when trying to find out everyday sales that occur in the sales center. 
11. The current system does not provide competitive advantage to the car workshop. In fact, 
newer car workshops which have complete information systems in handling their business are 
emerging in Penang. 
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2.1.3 ECONOMIC FEASABILITY STUDY. 
To study the economic feasibility of the project first, the tangible benefit, one time cost and 
recurring cost were calculated based on estimation. Assessing economical feasibility was done 
using Time Value of Method (TVM) taking into consideration of the future perspective of the 
money which being discounted ( using Present Value method ). The economic feasibility 
assessment was calculated for a period of five years. 
Tangible Benefits. 
The table below summarizes the tangible benefits to be gained from the project. 
A. Cost reduction or avoidance 
B. Error reduction 
C. Increased flexibility 
D. Increasedspeed of activity 
E. Improvement in management planning or control 
F. Increase sales opportunities 
TOT AL tangible benefits 
RM 10,000 
5.000 
3,000 
5,000 
8,000 
4,000 
RM 35,000 
TANGIBLE BENEFIT WORKSHEET 
lmpian Car Workshop .ystem 
Year 1 through 5 
7 
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One Time Costs 
The table below summarizes the One Time Cost that will be incurred from the project. 
ONE-TIME COSTS WORKSHEET 
Impian Car Workshop System 
Year 0 
A. Development Costs 
B. New hardware 
C. New software 
D. User training 
E. Site preparation 
TOT AL one-time cost 
RM 10,000 
20,000 
7,000 
2,000 
1,000 
RM 30.000 
Recurring Cost 
The table below summarizes the Recurring o t that will be in urred fr m the pr ject. 
RECURRING 
Impian ar f,r or ks hop iystcm 
Year I through 5 
A. Application software maintenanc 
B. Incremental data storage required: 20MB * RM 50 
( estimated co t I MB = RM 50 ) 
C. Incremental communications 
D. Supplies 
TOTAL recurring costs 
RM 7,000 
1,000 
1,000 
2,000 
11,000 
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Intangible benefits:· 
Other than the tangible benefits, there are also a lot of intangible benefits that can be 
obtained from the project as stated below. 
1. Provides more timely information such as customer history. 
2. Makes it possible for faster decision making as there are more summerised and up to date 
information. 
3. Improve processing efficiency. 
4. Improve inventory control. 
5. Increase accuracy in clerical operations. 
6. Provides competitive necessity. 
The following table presents the value calculation of all b nefit and cost for the proj ct 
based on the Net Present Value (NPV) and also the Break-even Analysi approaches. 
The break even ratio i calculated usinn the formula :- 
Break even ratio=(Yearly NPV Cash Flow-general NPV a h Flo /Y early NPV a sh F· low . 
Value calculation of all benefit and ts for th proje t based on the Net Present Value 
(NPV) and also the Break-even Anal si approachc . 
Rocurring Co 0 (I I ,000) (11,000) (I I ,000) (I I 000) (I 1.000 
Year of proje t 
Year 0 Year 1 Year _ Year" Year 4 Year 5 TOTALS 
Net economic benefit 0 .) - ,000 JS 000 35,000 35,000 35,000 
Discount rate (12%) 0.8929 0.7972 0.7118 0.6355 0.5674 
PY of benefit 0 31,-52 27,902 24,913 22,243 19,859 
NPV of all 0 31,252 59, 154 84,067 106,310 126,169 126,169 
BENEFITS 
One-time COSTS (39,000) 
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Discount rate ( 12%) 
PV of Recurring 
Costs 
0.8929 0.7972 0.7118 0.6355 0.5674 
Overall NPV 47.516 
0 (9,822) (8,769) (7,830) (6,991) (6,241) 
NPV of all COSTS (39,000) (48,822) (57,591) (65,421) (72,712) (78,653) (78,653) 
Overall ROI ( Overall all NPV I NPV of all COSTS) 0.6 
Break-even Analysis 
Yearly NPV Cash 
Flow 
Overall NPV Cash 
Flow 
(39,000) 24,130 . 19,133 17,083 15.252 13,618 
(39 000) ( 17,510) ( 4 7) 18,646 3 .598 47.516 
Project break-even occurs between years 2 and 3 
Use first year of positive cash flow to calculate break-even fraction [- ( 17 ,08 - 18,646) I 17 ,083] = 
0.09 
Actual Break-even occurs at 2.09 years 
Note: All ringgit values have been rounded to the nearest ringgit. 
From the table the break even ratio has been calculated to be at 2.09 years. From all the 
economic assessment, it has been summarized that the project is economically feasible. 
I 0 
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2.1.4 OPERATIONAL FEASABILITY STUDY. 
The proposed system is predicted to solve current business problems and indirectly may . 
introduce new business opportunities. The operational benefits of the proposed system are as 
follows: - 
Improve customer service and customer satisfaction. 
Customers can be registered online and immediately. Furthermore, the activities that involve 
customer such as reservation can be processed online and immediately. The new system too will 
allow the customer record to be up to date. Customers can be billed promptly and precisely. As 
such, it will reduce misunderstanding between management and the customers. 
Eliminates the disad\'antages of the pre' ious cenvcnnonal system, 
Paperwork's will be reduce greatly and in the long run this might help in reducing the need 
for more employees in the future and reduce papcrw rk cost. Sncukcrnet that i the physically 
carrying of information from one omputcr to an ther will b · eliminated. Thus, disadvantages of 
the manual system such as lost of data r files. incomplete data or data duplication can b · reduced 
tremendously. Mainly vast reduction in data pr ce ing time will help the organization in many 
aspects. The management and even the clerks can use the time for other beneficiary activities such 
as customer service and future planning . 
• Job satisfaction for end-users. 
The new system will ease data access and reduce program maintenance for end users. It be 
very user friendly and can reduce many of end users manual tasks. Jobs will be simplified for the 
clerks and management can acquire data more easily, securely and fast. The clerks will not have to 
go through the hassle of looking for specific sale item, rental item or inventory manually and search 
for customers records the manual way. By using the new system too, the clerks will feel more 
secure as less errors can be made by them. For the management, the new system will tremendously 
ease the job of producing reports. 
11 
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Provides good management view. 
The new database system will provide good management view of the s club. Management 
personals will be able to collect important data for management planning, keep track of customer 
status. The new system will provide a wide variety of reports with ease and this reports will be very 
useful for the management. Furthermore, the management too can monitor the activities of the 
clerks. 
Improved data flow and data sharing. 
The proposed system network will allow the operations of the car workshop system to be 
centrally managed, standardised and consistent. First of all, there will be information and data 
accuracy because of standardised data capture and data sharing procedures. Thus data error will de 
reduced, data will be very up to date and this will result in much reduced conflicts between the 
management and the clerks. Secondly, there will be information u ability which i ending and 
retrieving specific information and data tailored to specific need of information of management and 
clerks. Thirdly information accessibility will be made easy. y tern end user will find it more 
easier to retrieve task specific information' from different source . 
The new system also can supply the management information needed to make future plan 
and decision such as budgeting, resource allocation. 
Better inventory management and control. 
The new system will allow better management f service and workshop· inventories for the 
clerks and management. They can add items to the inventory online and foster check for sold units. 
Furthermore, the clerks can keep better track of amount of inventories in stock and ordering process 
from the suppliers will be smoother and more efficient. 
More reliable. 
111e new system will be more rei'iable as it will provide more accurate data and reports that 
the centre needs. The new system too will ensure trouble free operations and increased speed of 
transactions. In conclusion, it is predicted that the proposed system will be a very low risk pr ject 
in terms of operational feasibility and. will s Ive current business problems of the vid .o entre su h 
as long and tedious data processing procedure, data en-ors and ct ·. 
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2.1.5 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY STUDY. 
The technical feasibility of the proposed project was conducted as in the categories below:- 
Project size and complexity. 
The proposed project is considered to be a medium-low sized project undertaking since it 
involves creating a new network to the entire centre. The project is forecasted to be completed in 22 
weeks time with only one person directly involved in the project plus indirect involvement of 
employees of the car workshop. The project also involves a lot of programming effort. First of all, a 
new and complete application programming using available software applications for the entire 
workshop must be done. Then, specific programming in accordance to specific application needs of 
the management, clerks and customers must be done. Although there is only one person working on 
the project but the duration which is 22 weeks is quite long. Such c nstraint make the project large 
and complex and it can be considered that risks are high in terms of project ize and omplexity. 
Project structure. 
The proposed project will be a new system t th .ur workshop, which is a databa c 
approach where data is centrally managed. tandardi ed. c n istent and available t multiple u er 
in the workshop. The data processing procedures v. ill change in the new system hut it will be much 
improved and for the better. Furthermore requirements for the new y t m arc ~a ily btain d and 
very highly structured since it in ol a medium siz .d organi sation mo t f the information 
systems needs are formal. 
The end users which include the management level personals and the clerks, are very 
committed to the project as a very improved database network system is needed to solve current 
problems. Collaboration and end users views and needs will be given high priority. Thus, the risks 
regarding project structure is low. 
Development persons knowledge. 
The development person is very familiar with the hardware, software applications, tools and 
operating ystems that will be used in the new system. As such, the hardware component will be 
standard microcomputers or PCs for the end users and a central workstation computer '" ith 1 
powerful server CPU, for the network administrator. Windows 98 op rot' n s Itw tr · v ill b • used 
L 
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for the central computer while the end users microcomputer will be running on Windows 98 
operating software. The Windows NT operating system is very easy to use and there are many 
applications software and technical support available for this operating software. The software 
applications and programming language that will be used are very popular and common Windows 
based softwares such as Visual basic, and MS Access. The development person is also very familiar 
with activities, procedures and information needs of the proposed application area. 
In terms of project structure, risks are predicted to be very low because the hardware, 
operating systems and application softwares are commonly used and standard technology. The 
proposed technology are matured enough to be applied to the problems. Furthermore, the 
development person is very familiar with the target systems components and application area. 
User group. 
Some of the aspects and application in the proposed system will be new to some of the end 
users especially the clerks and machnic a the they have to divert fr m the previous manual system 
to the fully computerised system. Although it may be new but training the end u ers will be very 
easy as the new systems uses Wind w op rating software and Wind w. bus d application software 
which are very easy to learn. omputeri ed application tasks al wouldn't be very different than 
the previous system 
In conclusion it is predicted that the proj ct ' ill be a medium-low risk project in term of 
technical feasibility even though it is a large project, as the de elopment pers n is highly familiar 
with technology and application area, u of standard le hnology highly structured and end users 
familiarity with the new system. 
2.1.6 MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT. 
PROJECT SCHEDULLING. 
The owner of Impian car workshop , require that the new system should be fully operational 
by beginning of March 2003. Thus, an agreement has been reached with owner that the entire 
project should be completed somewhere in the middle of October 2003 so that there will be a time 
space in between for the end users to get used to the new system. The starting date of the project has 
been set on the 17th of January 2003. 
14 
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The main phases of the systems development life cycle and their duration are shown below:- 
Phases. Duration. 
Requirement Determination 1 week 
Requirement Structuring 5 weeks 
Screen Design 2 weeks 
Report Design 2 weeks 
Database Design 2 weeks 
Physical Design I week 
User Documentation I week 
Programming 5 weeks 
Testing c w« ks 
Installation weeks 
Training I \ 'Ck 
The scheduling of the proje t ha b ecn done us ing two rncth d ·. nc is using the antt chart 
method and the other is by using th P ·RT hart method. Both the antt chart and the PERT chart 
are presented in the following pages. 
The Gantt chart shows all the phases f the development yclc, jheir duration, the 
predecessors of each phase and the linkage betv een all the phases. The PERT chart presents all the 
interdependencies among the phases. Through the scheduling, it has been determined that the end 
date of the project is on 25th of March 2003 and the owner is satisfied with it. 
Communication Plan. 
All the owner and the employees of the Impian car workshop system will be indirectly 
involved in the development of the new system. First of all, for requirement determination, all of 
them will be approached for their ideas and views on requirements of the new system. The progress 
of screen design and report design phase will shared with all the employees and the owner. Their 
consideration and feedback regarding their deliverables of the two phe cs will be evaluate J. 
Furthermore, for the training and testing phases, all the end users will he dire ti 1 in olvc l. ·1 ht: 
progress of the project will be constantly discussed with th · owner. Th· f · xlbu .k ind 
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considerations of the owner, especially of the deliverables of the phases requirement structuring, 
database design and physical design will be evaluated fully. 
3.0 METHODOLOGY 
3.1.1 WATERFALL:WHY? 
The advantage of waterfall development is that it allows for departmentalization and managerial 
control. A schedule can be set with deadlines for each stage of development and a product can 
proceed through the development process like a car in a carwash, and theoretically be delivered on 
time. Development moves from concept, through design, implementation, testing, installation. 
troubleshooting, and ends up at operation and maintenance. Each phase of development proceed 111 
strict order, without any overlapping. 
3 .1.2 FACT FINDING 
PROBLEMS IN THE CURRENT SY TEM. 
12. The amount of customer and the in enter have b come too large that the current number of 
employees are not able to handle. 
13. The customers are not satisfied as the tran actions in the manual ystem as they are very 
slow and sometimes are prone to errors. 
14. The current system i very difficult to maintain and has high maintenance cost. 
15. The clerks and other employees are not sati fied with the way they have to perform their 
tasks now. First off all, the customers are ever increasing and to look for their customer data files, 
during member service has become hectic. Furthermore, gathering information on inventory in 
hand and manually by going through all the customers form and other forms has also become very 
hectic. 
16. Stored data are not accurate due to human errors using the manual system. 
17. The current system does not provide the management to have a better view of the activities 
of the car workshop. 
18. Information flow between the management and the clerks arc v ery slow. lnformution f 
sales arc sent to the management only in a weekly basis. The nrnnngcmcnt tt ), I ) s not 
immediately update the clerks about purchases of new inventory. 
I ' 
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19. The present system is very inflexible. It has very low responsiveness to change as the 
number of customers and other data are increasing rapidly. 
20. The current system is not capable to support the future business plans of the management. 
21. The current system is also insufficient in supporting the current business of the car - 
workshop. For example, the current system does not have customer profiling where by the number 
of visits of the customers to the car workshop and facilities can be known. Furthermore, the current ' 
systems too do not provide sufficient monitoring of inventories. The car workshop too has to go 
through a lot of hassles when trying to find out everyday sales that occur in the sales center. 
22. The current system does not provide competitive advantage to the car workshop. In fact, 
newer car workshops which have complete information systems in handling their business are 
emerging in Penang. 
The current systems level 0 - data flow diagram is shown in the following page. 
4.0 NEW SYSTEM ANALYSIS. 
4.1.l DETERMINING SYSTEM REQUIREM NTS. 
The following ways and method have been used t determine the requirements for the new 
system: - 
A group interview with the club's management (Owner and munagemcnt staffs). 
Purpose: 
To determine the managements interest and commitment to the proposed system, determine 
financial constraints that might arise determine new systems capabilities and limits, determine 
requirements for the new systems on the whole, standard and level of technology and software 
application to be used and determine overall view of the head towards the proposed system. 
An interview with the clerks and other lower level employees. 
Purpose: 
To determine the views of the clerks in developing the new system the computer kn wledge 
they have and the new systems features that the clerks would like to have in the new , . tern in or lcr 
17 
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to carry out their tasks like selling sales items, booking facilities for customers and etc. This will 
help in design very user friendly screens for the clerks and mechanics to use and fast to learn. 
An interview with the car workshop customers. 
Purpose: 
To determine the views of the customers regarding any difficulties and hassles that they face ' 
when using the car workshop facilities and services currently and also to determine the new systems 
features that the customers would like to have that would make the car workshop serve them better. 
I Observation and study current systems procedure manuals and documents. 
Purpose: 
To have a much clearer understanding of the main business processes of the workshop. the 
way the information flows in the car workshop and what are the rules and procedures that govern 
this information flows. 
4.1.2 FINDINGS OF THE STUDI S AND N W Y T M R Q IR M NTS 
STRUCTURING. 
Below are the main requirement specificati n that have been derived from all the tudies 
that have been conducted. 
1. The management were very interested and committed in the pr p cd pr je_ct a it i needed to 
solve the current problems of the organization. 
2. However, the proposed financial budget for the project is budgeted at $30,000 for one time cost 
and $15,000 for recurring cost by the management. 
3. The project is expected to be fully operational by the first of March 2003. 
4. As most of the management staff and employee of car workshop only have minimal or average 
knowledge in computing the use of type of technology and software is expected to be very standard 
and up to the level of the employees of the store. 
5. The technology and application too should be powerful enough to handle the amount of data of 
the car workshop, easy to be maintained by the car workshop and they should be very flexible to 
upgrade and change. 
IR 
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6. The new system should be able to be accessed by many employees of the car workshop in many 
different departments and facilities. There should be network security where the access and 
operation of employees on the system can be monitored and traced. 
7. The new system should be very flexible, upgradeable and scalable to support future business 
plans and also future information systems plan. 
8. The new system too should be easy for the car workshop to maintain and perform 
troubleshooting in times or errors. 
Requirements specifications for customer maintenance. 
I. There should be a proper database record for all the customers , where it is easy for the 
employees to update, edit, delete and search for customers record. Customers should be 
identified by two keys which are name customer ID. The system should al o allow customer 
profiling whereby customers visits bookings and services in the car workshop are recorded. 
2. All customers service reservation hould be able bo k online. 
3. The reports that are needed in this ection are :- 
•!• Customer information. 
•!• Payment by customers. 
•!• Service reservation manual and nlin . 
•!• Unfinished service. 
Requirements specifications for sales management. 
l. Database records of all supplier ind p irts ale invent ry are needed and also for all the 
parts on sale. 
2. All sales (service) should be done online. The payment of bills should be able to be credited 
to the customers. 
3. The reports that are required in this section are:- 
•!• Daily monthly and yearly sales report. 
•!• Daily and monthly quantity sold. 
•:• Low parts stock. 
•!• Parts quantity stock 
•:• Order 
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I. Database records of all employees and suppliers are needed. 
~. A simple feature for the employees to record ordering of inventory from 
.uppliers and also a feature for recording receiving inventory supplies from suppliers is needed. 
L The reports that are needed in this section are :- 
•!• Orders by Date. 
•!• Unreceived, fully received or partially received orders. 
The new systems context diagram and level-O dataflow diagram have been made using the 
~athered information or requirements and they are shown in the following pages. 
l.1.3 NON-FUNCATIONAL 
• Attributes identified by Quality Factors: 
• Functionality 
• Reliability 
• Usability 
• Efficiency 
• Maintainability 
User friendly to all level of users in an organization 
L 1.4 SELECTION AND ACQUISITION OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
This program will be basis for developing a networked system for the workshop. The 
urrent program will required a Pentium II PC with Microsoft Window 98 operating software or 
bove. Thus, the hardware needs on the basic Pentium PC at least Pentium II processor and a 
/orkstation PC for networks with at least with Pentium II processor. All the PC's should have at 
~ast Pentium 4MB RAM memory or more. The hard disk space required for program are 4 MB and 
ie disk should be at least 80MB memory. 
The server will be using Windows NT operating software and the clients will be using 
Vindows 98 operating software. The workstation PC must have 32 MB hard disk space for 
v'indows NT installation. The software needed for the system application nrc Visual Busi us front 
_o 
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end and Microsoft Access Database as a back end. The choice of using Microsoft Visual Basic was 
f ase on its performance, productivity, scalability, user interface design (GUI), data access 
[lexibility, rich set of standard controls and the development persons skills in that application. This 
broduct will allow to reliably design writes code and debugs less code and builds production quality 
pplication within schedule and budget constraints to implement the system. 
CONTEXT DIAGRAM 
Customer personal 
data, service data, 
Car data, payment 
data, Reservation data 
CPMPUTERIZE 
SYSTEM 
Pans order Jato 
WORKSHOP 
Payment receipt, 
Reservation confirmation Parts supply data 
Management 
Report 
Query for 
Report 
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[)FD Level 1 
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payment payment 
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Payment 
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.RESERVATION 
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tPROCESS & TRANSFORM ORDERS 
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4.PROCESS & TRANSFORM SERVICE 
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;.o SYSTEM DESIGN 
i.1.1 DATABASE DESIGN 
llORMALIZATION 
All the attributes for all the entities from the entity relationship are in the their third normal 
orm. All the entities will now have been presented in forms of relationship with the others entities. 
~elationship between entities CUSTOMER and PAYMENT 
The relationship between CUSTOMER with PAYMENT are one to many relationship. 
v:lany payment made by each customer. PAYMENT is a weak entity which dependent on 
~US TOMER. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of MEMBER as foreign 
:eys in PAYMENT. As such the entity PAYMENT will now have structure as below. (All primary 
eys are underlined) 
1AYMENT. (Customer ID, Date, Amount Note ) 
tclationship between entities CUSTOMER and CAR 
The relationship between CU TOM R with AR are one t man r ·lati n hip. Many can 
e own by each customer. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of 
:USTOMER as foreign keys in ARS. A such the entit ARS will n w have structure as be! w. 
All primary keys are underlined) 
:ARS. (Customer ID, Plate No Type, Year, Mileage, La t en ice) 
.elationshlp between entities CARS and SERVICE 
The relationship between CARS with SERVICE are one to many relationship. Many 
ervices can be done for a car. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of CARS 
; foreign keys in SERVICE. As such the entity SERVICE will now have structure as below. (All 
rimary keys are underlined) 
ER.VICE. (Plate No, Service ID, Service Date, Service Description, Current Mileage, Labour 
harge, Total, Finished ) 
- ) 
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Relationship between entities SERVICE and EMPLOYEE 
The relationship between SERVICES with EMPLOYEE are one to many relationship. Many 
service made by each employee. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of 
SERVICE as foreign keys in EMPLOYEE. As such the entity EMPLOYEE will now have structure 
as below. ( All primary keys are underlined) 
EMPLOYEE. ( Emplovee ID, Name, IC No, Job Title, Date Joined, Salary, Address, Telephone 
No, Notes) 
Relationship between entities EMPLOYEE and ORDER 
The relationship between EMPLOYEE with ORDER are one to many relationship. Many 
orders made by each employee. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of 
EMPLOYEE as foreign keys in ORDER. As such the entity ORDER will now have structure as 
below. ( All primary keys are underlined) 
ORDER. (Order ID, Date, Received, Last date Received. Total, Employe ID, Supplier ID ) 
I 
Relationship between entities ORDER and SUPPLIER 
I 
The relationship between ORDER with SUPPLI ~Rare one to many relation hip. Many 
irder made by each supplier. Their relationship can be sh wn by adding the primary key of 
)RDER as foreign keys in SUPPLIER. As such the entity SUPPLIER will now have structure as 
ielow. (All primary keys are underlined) 
)UPPLIER. ( Supplier ID, Name Addres ontact Per son. onract Person Title, Telephone No, 
'ax, Notes) 
telationship between entities SUPPLIER and PARTS 
The relationship between SUPPLIER with PARTS are one to many relationship. Many parts 
upplied by each customer. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of 
UPPLIER as foreign keys in PARTS. As such the entity PARTS will now have structure as below. 
All primary keys are underlined) . 
ARTS. (Parts No, Name, Quantity, Brand, Price, Supplier ID, Notes) 
... 7 
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lRelationship between entities CUSTOMER and RESERVATION 
The relationship between CUSTOMER with RESERVATION are one to many relationship. 
Many reservation made by each customer. RESERVATION is a weak entity which dependent on 
CUSTOMER. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of CUSTOMER as 
foreign keys in RESERVATION. As such the entity RESERVATION will now have structure as 
below. ( All primary keys are underlined) 
RESERVATIOIN. (Customer ID, Date, Reservation Date, Time, Customer ID) 
Relationship between entities EMPLOYEE and PAYMENT 
The relationship between EMPLOYEE with PAYMENT are one to many relationship. 
Many payment made by each customer. PAYMENT is a weak entity which dependent on 
:::USTOMER. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of UST M Ra 
breign keys in PAYMENT. As such the entity PAYMENT will now have structure as below. (All 
irimary keys are underlined) 
>A YMENT. (Customer ID, Date. Amount, Note 
telationship between entities EMPLOYEE and RE\ El~ ATION 
The relationship between EMPLOYEE with R VER ATI N are one to many relation hip. 
vfany reservation made by each employee. RESERVATION is a weak entity which dependent on 
~MPLOYEE. Their relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of· MPL YE as 
oreign keys in RESERVATION. A such the entity RE RVATI N will now have structure as 
elow. ( All primary keys are underlined) 
~ESERVATION. (Customer ID, Date Reservation Date, Time, Customer ID) 
telationship between entities SERVICE, PART SOLD and PARTS 
The relationship between SERVICE with PART SOLD are one to many relationship. Many 
art sold during service. PART SOLD is a weak entity which dependent on SERVICE and PARTS 
heir relationship can be shown by adding the primary key of SERVICE and PARTS as foreign 
eys in PART SOLD. As such the entity PART SOLD will now have structure as below. (All 
imary keys are underlined) 
ART SOLD. (Part No, Quantity, Total Price Service ID) 
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6. TESTING AND SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Testing will be done after the source code had been done. Testing process is 
not the first process to detect the error because in the system analysis and system 
design already have problem. In this phase we are checking the modules of the system 
consistence and its error. Furthermore all the system specifications, system design and 
source code are tested systematically. 
6.2 TYPES OF ERROR. 
There ar two type of err r that is algorithm rror and , nta · rr r. 
6.2.1. ALOGRITHM ERROR 
lt happen when lo lie ornp 11 nt did not produce the output f r the 
input given effectively. This i du error duriun runnin i the pr cc . It 
can be detected b g inn through data from each class data fiorn different 
program which its run th pro ram. 
Typical algorithm error happens during development such as: 
a) Did not give value to the development using wrong set of nested loops. 
b) Wrong testing being done to section. 
c) Have wrong variables. 
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6.2.2 SYNTAX ERROR. 
Syntax error happens due to using wrong programming languages or 
miss use the function. This can be eliminated by using front page because 
most of the codes are developed by using it 
6.3 TYPE OF TESTING. 
There are three main type of testing which are: 
a) Unit Testing. 
b) Integration Testing. 
c) Sy tern Tc ting. 
The unit and integration t stinu' was d n to v rify wh th 'r s urce cod 
testing that were done by individual and ch ck 'd b 1 intcrfa user. While th s 1stc111 
testing is done at the end of s 1 t m build and verified whether the· system have 
achieved the objective or scope of the stem. The f iure below shov s the t cstin l 
activities flow. The arrow indi ates the sta 1 ' of each testinu. In ~ca e of any 
difficulties arises during the t sting th process cycle must be repeated again. 
I 
UNIT 
TESTING 
A ~, 
INTEGRATION 
TESTING 
u 
~ .. SYSTEM 
TE TING 
I 
Figure 6.J Testing Cages. 
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6.3.1 UNIT TESTING 
The testing unit will identify the smallest component for design 
application in the module. This will determine the marginal error resulting 
from source code and logical error. In this system the testing was conducted 
during the coding phase, which involves three main stages. 
1) Initial Stage - Code Inspection. 
Process involves program code inspection to distinguish algorithm error and 
syntax error. 
2) Second Stage- Coding Compilntion. 
Code compilation proces and 'elimination or rcmainin • s ntax rror . 
3) Final Stage - 1 est Case Orvt•lopmcnt. 
Developing test ca e to compare the input and output data for s 1n hronization 
6.3.2. INTEGRATION TESTING. 
A systematic approach t d" el p program structure and' at the same 
time identify existence of error from the interface. A failure can be detected if 
integration are planned and coordinated accordingly. There are few 
approaches that can be considered: 
a) Bottom Up Integration. 
b) Top Down Integration 
c Big Bang Integration. 
d) Sandwich Integration. 
For this project the top-down integran 11 method was . I 'Ct d. 
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6.3.2.1 TOP DOWN INTEGRATION. 
A system is described as a hierarchy that consists of few components, 
where components are placed in one specify layer as shown in the figure 
below. 
A 
B c D 
Figure 6.2. Hierarchy omponent Example. 
TEST A ·I TEST A, 1-------- .... ~. B,C,D. TEST .... A,B,C,D,E,F ------1 .... ~ ,G. 
Fi ure 6.3. Top-Down Appron th. 
. ) 
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6.3.3 SYSTEM TESTING. 
Final phase of testing process after completion of each module coding to 
ensure that the modules are function properly and meets the system 
requirements. Three main steps for system testing: 
a) Function Testing. 
b) Performances Testing. 
c) Receiving Testing. 
The figure shows that each step focus on different criteria and rate depends on it 
objectives. Therefore it i · wi to resulting the 1 al f each t .stinu. 
R .ccivinu 
Testing , Used 
_. System 
Function 
System 
Requirement 
i 
ppli ati n 
s 
Req irement 
ustom r 
ystcrn 
Re rircment 
Module 
Integration ~ 
Function 
Testing 
Pe rfo rman c s 
Testinu 
System 
Function 
Verified 
Application 
Accepted 
System 
Figure 6.4: Testing Process Steps. 
6.3.3.1 FUNCTION TESTING. 
This testing is to clarify whether the system requirement had be .n 
met or not. Below are some of the test function modul s imp! 111 rue I for 
the "Computerized ar Worksh p': 
. 7 
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1 ). Information Module 
~ Make sure the information display is accurate when icon had 
been pressed. 
> Continue testing to clarify whether the system is running 
smoothly. 
2). Customer Support Module. 
~ Ensure that user receive the correct information or suggestion 
for each problem highlighted. 
3) Administration Module. 
>-- nsure that all function in the ystem such as data input 
pr ces mu maintenance. data delete and conf iuration are 
workin r a required. 
6.3.3.2 PERFORMANCES TE TING. 
This test will begin upon ompl tion or th function t ting t 
compare the integrated ornponcnt and non-function 'System. The 
requirement includes safety, accura y, speed and reliability. The list of 
tests ate listed below: 
1) Data receiving speed. 
2) Ability to produce consistent data. 
3) Accuracy in the data function and process. 
4) Response time between the user and error detection. 
5) ystem reliability. 
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· Upon completion of the performances testing, it can be stated that 
system already meet operational requirements and will be reevaluated 
again with customer needs. 
6.3.3.2 RECEIVING TESTING. 
System developer will conduct both function and performances 
testing. Customer will than appoint an expert to conduct their own testing 
which is known as receiving testing. 
6.4 TESTING RESULT ANALYSIS. 
The summary from the tc ting result ar list d bcl ' 
l) Achieving Main Objective. 
As plann d the main objective for the 1 tern development had been achi v d. 
The system can receive customers order and pr ide fc dba .k re 1arcling the statu of 
their vehicle. 
2) Additional Requirements. 
Certain aspects of the system need to be upgraded for better interaction 
between user and system. 
6.5 MAINTENANCE. 
Maintenance to the system needs t be pcrf rm d t supp rt an .hnu , •s in 
the system module. Below arc the maintenance program 11 d. to b irnpl m 'nt id. 
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6.5.1~ ·CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE. 
The maintenance team will focus on the maintenance activities of the daily 
system function. If failure did occurred, the problem need to be studied so that 
rectification work can be undertaken. User must be informed in case of any 
changes in the system and the changes must be documented. 
6.5.2. COMPATIBILITY MAINTENANCE. 
Any changes in one module resulting direct effect to other modules. 
6.5.3. PERFECTION MAINTENANCE. 
Maintenance event required to be performed to full proof the existing 
system for future changes. Below guidelin must be emphasized: 
a) Changes in the system documentation. 
b) Further testing to enhance the current test in , level. 
c) Changes in the code and de. ign for performances enhancement. 
6.5.4. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. 
Preventive program is similar to the perfection maintenance to deter any 
failure in the system. Additional inspection must be carried out to improve 
failure-handling method. These activities should be considered for future 
references to maintain and upgrade the existing method. 
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7.0. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION. 
7.1. INTRODUCTION. 
In this final chapter highlights the problem faced during the project 
development and how it was encountered. The advantages and disadvantages of the 
system and suggestion for future enhancement will also be discussed. 
7.2. PROBLEM AND ACTION TAKEN. 
During the system development a few problems arise and were tackled 
promptly. Below is the difficulty that wa faced. 
7.2.1. LIMITED TIME FOR SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT. 
Too much time was spent for di cus ion and analy i proce s before 
developing the system design coding, implementation and te tin 1• Due t lack 
of knowledge on what program language suitable t u e also cau e the delay. 
In order to overcome these problems chedule and time limit need to be done 
first. Furthermore the all the module had been develop together. 
7.2.2 PROBLEM WITH EQUIPMENT CHOOSEN. 
Because of I am the first to develop the computerize car workshop so it 
is so difficult to choose what program language to use to develop the system. 
After further discussion and research it was found that visual basic and 
database application was suitable for this system. 
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7.3. SYSTEM ADVANTAGES. 
The advantages of the computerized car workshop are: 
1) User-friendly 
Overall the system developed was easy to use and briefly it doses not function 
like MSDOS but it has user interface. Icon and scroll bar also are used so that 
the user can utilized the system more effectively 
2) Information and a y to U ed 
The user can get the information about ernplo ec d tails invent ry details 
customer details very cas hcnc er th want this wa all the maria icrnent 
staff can plan very ' ell. 
7.4 SYSTEM DISADVANTAGES. 
The speed of data sending ' ill b sl " when the hard disk memory i full. 
Thus making the system to re pon e lower when input key in. So the best way is to 
store the customer details in a server. 
7.5 FUTURE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT. 
1) To make on line reservation. 
2) To have price list of service. 
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7.6 CONCLUSION; 
To develop the computerize car workshop are not an easy task but I was able 
to achieve the main objective of this project. We had finished the system according to 
the schedule allocated even though we encountered many problems. 
This job is quite challenging and requires a lot of time, discipline and patience. 
During the system development I have learned a lot of things such as how to use 
complex language program and to understand then software function. 
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APPENDIX 
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CUSTOA1ER 
CustomerlD Cl 
Name VICK 
Address 1211 II LENGKOK /li4.HSURJ 
Plate/Vo Type 
PCD3<:3 WIRA 1.3 
CustomerlD 2 
Name !..:AMAL 
a•-~•••--·----·---- ----··-----·•~-- 
Address 12 TA/1£4.N BUKIT JAMBUL, 
PlateNo Type 
PCD7576 NISSAN 1.3 
CustomerlD 
Name HA NAH 
Address -18 TAMAI\ RI ME WAH.BA r 
PlareNo Type 
PCR3':32 WIRA i.s M 
CustomerlD C4 
Name RAJAN 
Address 67 TAA1AN JUEL!, BAJ'~4N L 
PlatcNo Type 
PCR559 WIRA 1.5 M 
CustomerlD cs 
Name ONG KOK \VEI 
Address 61 TAMAN RAMU TUAH, Al 
PlateNo Type 
PDF6573 WIR/11.3 M 
S1111d11,r. A11;:11.1·1 IS. 21102 
'":.!''I u] .. 
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DAILJ' EARNING 
Dare Amou111 
2!3.'2002 
3/3i2002 
~/3."2002 
S2.000.00 
S300.00 
S200.00 
S111uluy, A111:11.ft I Ii. :!110:! : 
I' IJ:t' I 11{ I 
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DailyQuantirySold 
r ·'···· . ·'·--·'-·'-·-·--- ---~-- 
Date by Day Sunday, February 03. 2002 
Date PartID PartNamc Quan titvSold Tota/Amount 
21312002 P1 LIGHT 300 S300.00 
Date by Day Sunday. March 03, 2002 
Date PartlD Part Name Q 11a 11 ti tyS of d Torn!A111ou11t 
3/3/2002 P3 OIL FILTER 200 S300.00 
3/3/2002 P2 PLUG 200 S"00.00 
.'i11111/11y. A11;:11.~1 IX.](!(!] ; 
1'111:1· I 11( I 
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. ' 
A1 onthlyQuantityS old 
Month APRIL2002 
Part!D PartNama QuantitvSold TotalA11101111t 
P4 PATROL FILTER 200 S200.00 
/11o11t/r FEBRUARL2002 
Part I'D PartNama Q 11011 titySold TotalA111ou11t 
P2 OIL. FILTER 200 S300.00 
.Montlr .JANUARr2002 
Partl D Partlvama QuoutitySold Tora!Amou11r 
P1 LIGHT 200 s 00.00 
Month MAR .H2002 
Part ID Pnrt Narno 011n11ti(r old Tora!Amo1111t 
P3 AIR -IL T R 200 S200.00 
Mom/r .MAJ':l002 
Parill) Pa rt N« ma Q11a11rizr 'old Tor al A 1110111 u 
PS \l\llPER 200 S200.00 
"'' I • I "' l 
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ORDER 
Order ID 
Date 
'"'.'. Received 
Last Received Date 
Catalog ID 
Al 
31312001 
41412002 
Part Name vOrdcred 
Total S../99.00 
Eftf PLOYEES_NA L!M KOK CHUN 
SUPPLIER_Na111e LOTJO 
Unit Price Tota/Price Qua11tityReceived 
Z1 300 
Order ID 
Date 
~ Received 
Last Received Date 
Cmnlog!D 
P1 
A2 
61512002 
51512002 
Pa rt Na 111 yOrdcr d 
300 $50.00 $15.000.00 
Total , 677. 0 
es« PLOYEES_NA AHMAD SHAJFUL 
S PPLIER_Nam' } Lli 'TJC JN ' 
'nit Price Totrrl Price 11rr11ti(11lfrceived 
Z2 SB00.00 400 
Order ID 
Date. 
,..,.. Received 
Last Recei, ed Date 
Catalog ID 
P2 
A3 
4151200] 
416/_oo_ 
PartName y rderc I 
<:OO S200.00 
T otat , (> J ). 00 
EMPLOYEES NA LIM H[ CHJN 
S !'PLIER Name WAWA A 
·nitPri .c Tora/Fri ·c Q11a11tiryReccived 
Z3 
S12.000.00 400 
S1111tl11y. A11;.:11.,·1 JN. :!flO:! 
P3 <:OO S30.00 
I '11;.:, • I 11{ I 
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PARTS LOFV STOCI( 
Part Na Name Quantity Brand IOH'Stoc~ 
PB WIPcR 
P9 PLUG 
45 TOMSAN 
33 DOT: 
50 
50 
S1111t111\'. /111;:11.\t Iii. ::110::, 
/ '.,rr I "I I 
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PARTS OUANTITY STOCI( --- 
PartNo Name QuwHity 
?1 LIGHT 300 
P2 BRAKE OIL 500 
P3 TAIMING BELT 800 
P<: ENGINE OIL 700 
PS OIL FILTER 300 
P6 AIR FILTER 700 
P7 COLLENT 435 
PS WIPER 45 
PS PLUG 33 
P10 PETROL FILTER 200 
S11111/11y. A11;:11.w Io. :!Oii:! 1 
I '11.~··· I of I 
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PARTS SOLD A10NTH 
Part/Vo Aame Price Quantity Tora/Price 
P3 -;- .;!MING B:OL T $7.000.00 300 $300.00 
P2 S:V..'<:: OIL $999.00 200 S300.00 
P1 LIGHT $444.00 100 $200.00 
S111u/11y •. ·l11t;11sr IX. JOO:! 
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RESERVATION 
ReservationDate by Thursday, March 07, 2002 
Time 3PM 
Customer] Name Address Tc/So Mobile No Date R cservatio11Dmc 
C2 KAMAL 12 TAMAN BU 04-33/IE~E 012-5673945 0/2002 3f7/2002 
ReservationDate by Sunday, April 07, 2002 
Time 10.30 AM 
Customer] Name Address Tc/No MobileNo Dare R eservatio11Dare 
C4 RAJAN 67 TAMAN JU 04-78~957 012-3456743 9/2002 4n12002 
ReservationDate by Friday May 03, 2002 
Time 2.30I'M 
Customer] Name Address Tell'io MobileNo Date Re crvatio11Dare 
C1 VICK 1211 11 LENGK 04-6265745 016-<:589814 212002 5131 002 
ReservationDate by Monday, May 06, 2002 
Time JOAM 
Customerl Name Address Te/No MobileNo narc R cservationliate 
C3 HASNAH 46 TAMAN RI 04-9856909 013-5634589 8/2002 5/6/2002 
Time 11 AM 
Customer] Name Address Te/No MobilcNo Date ReservationDate 
C5 RANJIT SING 23 TAMAN SRI 04-6783999 017-5673865 612002 516/2002 
ReservationDate by Wednesday, June 05, 2002 
Time .:/.30PM 
Customer! Name Address Te/No MobileNo Dare ReservationDate 
cs ONG KOK WEI 67 TAMAN RA 04-7383738 016-6785222 512002 6/512002 
ReservationDate by Thursday, June 06, 2002 
Time JJ.30AM 
ustotucrl Name Address Te/No MobileNo 
Sunday. ,111;.:11.H I ti. 200:! /'11°r I 11f ~ 
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Tota!Earning 
!'110111/i Amount 
January2002 
February2002 
March2002 
$48.990.00 
S60.000.00 
S70.000.00 
. , 
S'1111tluy .. 'l11;:11sr Ill. JfJOJ · 
1111;.: 1 'I. I 
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Uf\TFJNISH SER v: CE 
Customerl Ii CJ 
Name \ lCK 
Tel No 
. -. -- . . . .. - ... .. . .. -·· . ---·- ' . . 
MobileNo 016-4589 1./ 
Service ID ervicc Date Plate No Service Description 
S1 516/2002 PCD~3 
Customerl Ii C2 
Name Jv1A 
Tel No 
MobileNo 012-567'9.r 
Sen•icc ID crvi Dare Plate /l."o S trvice De. cription 
S2 
sn12002 PCD757 ERVIC- 
Customerjj) 3 
Name HA NAB 
Tel No 
MobileNo 013-5634589 
- ... --·---. ---- .. ,. .. - --- -- ·- 
- ··- - . --·- .,.._. - 
Service ID ervice Date Plate No Service Description 
S3 
7r7!2002 PCR3432 SERVICE 
Customertb C4 
Name R.AJAN 
Tel No 
MobileNo OJ 2-3456743 
Service Des 'riptiou """""'=-==-----=--._,------ ..... ----------~ 
Senicc ID 
S1111tl11y. A11;:11.,·1 IS. 1001· 
• /'111,1·/11(. 
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